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You Are The Son Of God! 

In This Rests All Salvation!

Is it not with great rejoicing that the awakened Son looks out upon all that He sees and sees it as
but his own self? And yet all things cannot contain the Light of the only begotten Son of God. And
though that Light permeates all things, they cannot contain what we are. And there are
innumerable worlds that would arise and pass away. Yet always the Son remains in perfect union
with the Holy Father. For the Son is before time and before space, before all that can be seen,
touched, tasted and even thought. Before all these things the Son is, and it is this we all are.

The journey of the Son that has chosen to sleep and in his sleep to dream countless dreams has
been complex, has been rich in its diversity. And yet the end of the dream remains simple. But
does not the sleeping child simply open its eyes, lift its head from its pillow and behold? Does the
child not know that it is home again? 

Thus does the Kingdom come as a thief in the night, silently and without warning. And yet the
thief is eternally blessed for the thief is nothing but the messenger of the Father, even that Holy
Spirit whose Voice, ringing in the temple of the Heart of the sleeping Son, awakens the Son.

Remember always that the Kingdom is as far from the world as the east from the west. If you
would but look from where I am, you would know beyond a doubt that the world carries no trace
or knowledge of that which the Son is. And yet it is a Mystery of Mysteries that were it not for the
presence and the sacred union of the Father and His beloved Son no worlds could arise. Come then
to this understanding. Look well, not with your physical eyes, but with the eyes of your soul,
enshrouded in veils of distant dreams and ancient memories. Release them and behold the Truth.
You are the Son of God. In this rests all salvation. In this rests the end of all longing. In this alone
is Life. For the awakened Son looks upon the whole of His journey and knows that it has not yet
begun. For the only journey that contains Life is a journey within the Kingdom.
 

. . . . .

What Is The World When Compared To The Radiance Of The Kingdom? 

The path is simple and easy to walk. No obstacle is found upon it. For the awakened Son who has
become as the perfect servant of the Will of the Father steps firmly but lightly, not in the direction
that he would go but in the direction given him through the Holy Spirit. And already does the
Father remove all stones from the path before him. Therefore my sojourn among you, so long ago,
was not one of effort or struggle. Always in my days upon your earth I rejoiced in quiet joy. For
I knew well then that the world contained nothing that could fulfill me. And when you choose to
release all wanting that veils the Light of the Heart, you will look and you will see and you will
know whereof I speak. 
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What could the world have ever done to me that could separate me from my Father? And my life
and the apparent death of my physical body was but a demonstration that there is nothing in your
experience that can separate you from that grand Love that is your Being. 

Hear well these words: the Father is come to abide upon the throne that He has already set within
your Heart. And what effort can be spent in doing but the simplest of things? And that simple thing
is but to acknowledge the Reality of that throne upon which the Father sits.

For where the Heart is made pure, the Father abides. And yet the Heart has always been pure. It
is only for you to look, to see and to acknowledge. Never has there been a trace of sin that has
darkened the secret chamber that lies within you. For all sin and the thought of it is but of the
world. And what is the world when compared to the radiance of the Kingdom? It is less than even
a shadow for it has no being and no power. 

Always do you abide as the Holy and only begotten Son of the Father. And always do you abide
at the right hand of the Father. To behold His presence you need simply turn the head of your
attention and you will see Him and you will feel Him and you will know Him. And you will know
Him because you have forever been with Him. Herein is the end of all seeking. Herein is the end
of all practice that would turn the Heart of the Son away from the confusion of the world and the
noise in the mind toward the silence of that perfect place in which the Father resides. 

. . . . .

It Is Here That Whatever The Son So Asks, The Father Shall Give It Unto Him! 

And in the end of all searching and in the end of all striving does the awakened Son look and
behold the journey never was. No effort has been expended, no mountains climbed, no pain
overcome. For the Son abides wholly in the Kingdom or chooses to forget the Kingdom and to
imagine that he abides in a complex and fearful and changing world. Let this be as a guide unto
each of you when there is felt but a trace of contraction of the Heart: know that you have begun
to choose the world over the Kingdom. Yet in that same moment by acknowledging the Truth of
your Being you can feel that contraction dissolve. And in its release know that you have chosen
the Kingdom over the world. It is here that whatever the Son so asks, the Father shall give it unto
him. 

Look closely then at your frustrated prayers and know this: the lack is never in the Father nor in
the power of the Son, but in your insistence that you are separate from Him. And if you would but
look closely, you would become aware of that constriction. It is this and this alone that must be
released. You cannot establish yourself in the Kingdom, for this is already given you. But you can
choose to release the last trace of constriction that binds the Heart. Therefore, do not strive to
grasp the Kingdom, but allow yourself to release the world. And in releasing the world, that which
alone is Truth, that which alone is your Reality, is again recognized. 

. . . . .
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Be Transformed Into What Has Been Called Paradise!

The sleeping Son is like a man who had journeyed to a far land and he would clutch tightly the
purse that contains his jewels and his coins and would make haste to begin and sustain his journey.
And so intent is he upon what he perceives to be a distant land that he forgets that he clutches the
purse in the palm of his hand. And thinking constantly of the land to which he would move, he
becomes so distracted that he passes through it and does not recognize it. 

But the awakened Son is like a man who would go upon a journey and his preparation resides in
this: he opens the palm of his hand and gives thanks for the jewels and the coins that he perceives
there. And opening his Heart, and his eyes and his mind and every cell of his body, he beholds that
he is already in the land to which he would journey. And his feet move, not in answer to his own
desires, but he is impelled to move as the Father would have him move. Thus does he move
without effort, without strife and without striving. He has given all things back to the Father and
the Father has shown His Light, perfectly and brightly throughout all things that the awakened Son
beholds. And the awakened Son simply rejoices in simple and quiet humility. 

Yet I say this unto you: though the awakened Son is never apart from the Kingdom, yet does the
Kingdom remain forever Mystery. Paradox of all paradoxes. For the Father and the Son are One.
And in Truth the Son is the form of the Father made manifest. Not to live in strife, not to struggle
in lack, but to rejoice and to allow the fullness of the Light of the Father that cannot be
comprehended to shine forth in every thought, in every word, in every action. And yet the Son
knows that it is not he that can think a perfect thought nor speak a perfect word nor act from
perfect purity. For these things abide in the Father and are given to the Son that through the Son
the world might awaken and be transformed into what has been called paradise, what has been
called the Kingdom of Heaven. For the Kingdom is indeed already spread across the earth but the
sleeping minds of mankind choose not to see it. 

Thus is Adam cast from the Garden through nothing more than his own free choice. And yet if he
would but turn around and give thanks to the Father, already would his place be established,
abiding in the Kingdom where there is naught but harmony and plenty and Love. Would you not
choose then now in this moment and forever more to abide in the Garden within your own being
and to acknowledge that you walk eternally with the Father, and that you are the only begotten,
the beloved Son of God? 

And yet the Son is neither male nor female, but the Son is the term that I have used and still use
only because it is familiar to each and everyone of you. But no word and no language contains the
Truth of which I speak and of which I am. No word and no language contains the Truth of what
you are. Release then the chains that bind you. Look upon them and know that it is you who have
placed them there for no other reason than to experience the dream of separation. And more
quickly than you can think a single thought the chains can be released and dissolved by the Light
of your own Being. 

. . . . .
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Give Thanks For All Things That Come To You

When you have called upon me throughout the many forms of your experiences, know now that
you have called but upon yourself. 

What I speak is heresy to those who would insist upon separation from the Father. It is for this that
I was condemned, that the simple and loving message would be denied to the whole of mankind:
"You are the Son and you are home. No one has authority over you, save the Father within you!" 

Know this, every choice made by the mind in hearing in the illusion of separation is already used
by the Father to gently guide the sleeping Son to awakening. Nothing ever brought forth in the
worlds that you have experienced has ever done anything but to serve the awakening of the only
begotten Son of God. And well do you know that the condemnation placed upon me by those who
feared me has done naught but to serve the spreading of my Gospel. Herein know well the
harmony of the Kingdom and give thanks for all things that come to you. Give thanks to the Father
for all things that are felt and seen and touched and tasted. For well does He know what you most
have need of. For it is only when you have chosen to abide in the illusion that you have been
separate from Him that you have longed for things that could not fill you. 

And the anger that you have known and the enmity between yourselves and your brothers and
sisters is born not of the Father but of your choice to dream of separation that there could be
anything outside the presence of the Father that could fill you, that could nourish you, that you
must surely need, for the awakened Son has need of nothing. Seeking not, the Son gives all that
he has and when he gives all that he has, he looks and, behold, he has more given unto him.

And never is the wealth of the Father spent. Would you not open your Hearts and your minds to
receive of the abundance that the Father would give unto you? And as quickly as you would
receive it, would you not give it away gladly to your sleeping brothers and sisters? For the more
that you give, the more you will receive. This is the Truth of the Kingdom and the fear of the
world.
 . . . . .

Will You Be Willing To Listen In The Most Holy Of Silences? 

Beloved Christ, know well that you do not abide in the body, but that the body abides in you. And
if you would but receive it, as you look around you, there is not one thing that you behold that
does not exist within you. For in Truth you are of one Heart, one Mind and one Soul eternal. 

And the dawning of this age, requires a new teaching. And yet what seems new has been already
present from before that ancient beginning of journeys that never in Truth needed to be.

You have heard it said unto you that you have known many lifetimes, but I would say unto you,
you are all lifetimes. You have heard it said unto you that you must perfect your weaknesses. 
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But I would say unto you, you are already perfection. You have heard it said unto you that you
must experience the consequences of your sins, but I would say unto you, you have never sinned.
What consequences must you then endure? 

You can in this moment release all things of the world, even those things to come. Here in this
moment you can stop the momentum that has carried you to this point and would carry you into
future lives and experiences of separation. You can let the wheel of the world cease in its
movement. And in its ceasing is found the peace that forever passes all understanding. And in the
ceasing of its movement you will rest in the fields of your Father's Kingdom in perfect and
unending abundance. 

For the awakened Son need only stand with outstretched arms, palms heavenward, and without
even asking simply receive the abundance that is already his. Thus is the Kingdom born without
effort. And thus does the awakened Son proclaim, "Behold, brothers and sisters, my burden is
eternally Light and my way is very easy."

All that I am and have been, you already are. And all that I did upon this your beloved earth, you
can already do, and more than these. Think not then that you must change the water to wine nor
that you must raise the dead to life. For the Father will speak unto you of what He will have you
do. Will you be willing to listen? For only when the Son abides eternally in silence can he hear the
Voice of the Father. For in silence is the noise of the world shut out. And in silence, the world
touches the Son not. And in this most Holy of silences, not a pause between thoughts, but that
which abides eternally prior to all thought. 

And in this most Holy of silences do you already know what your purpose is. When you have
chosen to acknowledge it, you will go forth lightly and without effort and there will be joy upon
your Heart and a smile upon your face. And the Light you are will shine forth through your eyes
and others will behold it and know it. But some would still choose to fear it. Be not concerned for
those that would choose fear, but abide always and eternally and with every breath in the Light of
the Father's perfect Kingdom. Choose, then, to be the perfect servant. And allow the world to be
transformed, not as you would transform it, but as the Father would will it to be transformed.
 

. . . . .

There Will Be An Age Of Perfect Peace!
 
The Kingdom of Heaven is indeed eternal. In it do you dwell. From it do you draw your
sustenance. And in your acknowledging of the Truth of your being will you become it. And your
Light will light all darkness and your presence will be as a healing. And your glory that has never
been tainted in the eyes of the Father will shine before the world that through you the Father might
bring the whole of creation back again to Himself. You are the Son even as I am. I love you
greatly. And do you not see that in loving you, I love naught but myself? And in loving me, you
love naught but yourself. 
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Those of you that have sought me and have prayed to me, know this well: you need only look upon
your brother or your sister and behold, I am there. The time of dreams is ended now. This then
my message unto you. Never have I been far from you and in these the last days I come forth in
many forms and I will be with you until you choose wholly to be with me. Thus will the Kingdom
again be established in the minds of those who are yet sleeping. And there will be an age of perfect
peace. It will be seen and known upon the earth and then will the very purpose of creation have
been fulfilled. And yet beyond this, nothing can be said. 

For in each and every moment the Will of the Father is given you. You need only attend to the
Voice of the Spirit within you. And if you would know the Will of the Father, open the eyes of your
Heart. For never would you be where the Father would not have you be. Gently has He alone
guided you. Gently does He alone sustain you. Therefore, know no envy of the path of another.
Look not around you and believe that you must have what you see, that another seems to possess.
For it is not given unto you to know the purpose of the path of another. But it is given unto you
to Love the other to be the Son you are, and allow your own journey to be ended. 

Open your hand and see clearly the jewel that you contain there. The message has been given and
already is it received. But I would have you practice what in Truth is a non-practice. Acknowledge
as you go through the whole of your day, with laughter in the Heart, "I am the Son of God and life
is simple." From this will emerge a sudden and clear insight into the purpose for which you have
come forth. This then is my message to you: be ever vigilant in the simplicity of your laughter, and
the Holy Spirit will bring to you the clarity of which I speak. Lighten the load upon your Heart and
when the weight of it is vanished, the Voice of the Spirit will be heard. 

You need only stretch forth your arms and turn your palms toward the heavens, which is merely
a symbol of turning your attention from that which is below to that which is above. And simply
ask of the Father in the name of Son and He will give it unto you. For if you would but look upon
every moment of this life that you have lived, you will see that you have received that which you
have asked for. So the choice seems so simple: to choose anew or to repeat those choices. But
already do you know, they can serve you no longer. 

. . . . .

The Father Will Not Only Replace Your Abundance 
But It Would Blossom Sevenfold!

Beloved and Holy Child of God, would you yet choose to cling to a momentary dream of
separation? Would you choose to insist on beating the breast of your own individuality, when you
could choose to become again as one mind, one Heart and even of one body? This, then, is the
essence of the body of Christ: to join together in that secret chamber of the Heart that knows no
location and neither beginning nor end. And to know fully that you are not separate from any time
and any place and any mind and any being, but you are already the Life of all beings. 
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Would you not choose with me to bring forth a world reborn? Not one that merely repeats the
limitations of shadows outgrown but one transfigured in that most incomprehensible of Lights that
rests easily within your Heart and is closer than your very breath. For if you would sit quietly and
allow your attention to rest with what you believe to be the physical movement of God, you could
see in an instant that it is but an expression of a Light that you are. And if that Light not be given
wholly to you in every moment, you would cease to be. 

And yet have you learned from your illusions to believe you must cling so tightly to what you have
thought yourself to be. But the power of the Son is given in this to decree that a thing is so and it
is so. What then are you choosing to decree? If you would know clearly what you are choosing
to create, open your eyes and in every moment that which comes unto you has already been freely
chosen by you. 

And if you hear my message but a little, though wonder deeply upon what seems to be the fact of
your moments of lack and emptiness and hurt and confusion, and wonder why do I choose these
things? For you are worthy of the full abundance that the Father would bestow upon you. And yet
I would say this unto you: the abundance of the Father is given unto to the Son, not that the Son
would possess that abundance but would shower it freely upon his brothers and his sisters. And
as quickly as you would do this, the Father will not only replace your abundance but it would
blossom sevenfold. For there is not one thing you need in Truth to receive. But there are all things
that you in Truth need to give away. For that which is given in Light, speaks in Light. And that
which is received of Light, expresses Light and transforms the sleeping Heart of a brother or sister
to whom you would extend it. 

The end of all striving to know God is found in the recognition that there is only God. There is no
special fanfare; there is no great technique that you must master, save to rest in the throne of your
own Heart and there to silently acknowledge, "I choose the ending of all dreams and I allow myself
to abide in my Self, in the Father, with the Father, by the Father." And then will the Son that has
slept so long be reborn as what he was made to be, the simple and perfect servant who would serve
the Father. And is not that service but to extend the Love that the Father is, that the Light of the
Father might transform all things and bring all things back unto Him?
 

. . . . .

"Holy Father, Let There Be Light!"

The mind cannot comprehend the Kingdom. It was not designed with this purpose. For the mind
was created to be but a servant of the Holy Spirit that would move through you. Seek not then to
understand what is spoken to you but throw open the shutters of your Heart that the Spirit that
these words convey might make their home within you and that Spirit will transform you. And yet
you cannot know what will be born of the transformation of which I speak. But you can give
yourselves to it. 
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This then is the meaning of perfect sacrifice: to lay down all that you are and all that you believe
yourself to be and trusting in faith that the Father already knows what He would have you do and
what He would have you be. For does a ray of Light speak unto the sun, "Fill me in the way that
I would choose.?" It simply delights in expressing the Light of the sun as the sun would so direct. 

Simply do this: Be still, and lay aside all thoughts of what you are and what God is; all
concepts you have learned about the world; all images you hold about yourself. Empty
your mind of everything it thinks is either true or false, or good or bad, of every thought
it judges worthy, and all the ideas of which it is ashamed. Hold onto nothing. Do not bring
with you one thought the past has taught, nor one belief you ever learned before from
anything. Forget this world, forget this course, and come with wholly empty hands unto
your God. (WL 189)

Is it not He Who knows the way to you? You need not know the way to Him. Your part
is simply to allow all obstacles that you have interposed between the Son and God the
Father to be quietly removed forever. God will do His part in joyful and immediate
response. Ask and receive. But do not make demands, nor point the road to God by which
He should appear to you. The way to reach Him is merely to let Him be. For in that way
is your Reality proclaimed as well.

Become then that happy ray, empty of all traces of self that you might be filled with all that the
Father is. And thus does the awakened Son proclaim, prior to every breath taken, "I and my Father
are One."

Who among your brothers and sisters is not worthy of being bathed in that Light? Why would you
choose to conceal it from them? For is not darkness but the absence of Light? And is not the cold
but the absence of warmth? Be therefore bearers of Light and warmth, even that most perfect Light
that is the presence of the Father within you, even that most perfect warmth that is the
unconditional Love given through you from the Father to the world that sleeps in darkness. 

Those who would choose to wholly serve the Father, let this be as a meditation for you to be
practiced in each moment and know that as you practice it, the power of the Father will increase
seven-fold to be radiated through you. And as you practice it, you will come to live evermore
deeply in the Heart of the Kingdom within you. 

The meditation is simple and it resides in these words, "Holy Father, let there be Light." Let this
be as your prayer in every moment and every situation and you will behold the work of your Holy
Father. For when you abide in the meaning and the energy of these words, obstacles that you
would perceive before you will but dissolve and be as if they never were. And those yet sleeping
will be attracted to you, though they know not why. And yet you need to speak nothing, save that
which the Spirit would give you to say. 

. . . . .
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The Light Of A New Dawn Breaks Across The Horizon!

Now is the time upon the earth when the ears of mankind will listen. Now is the time upon your
earth when Hearts have longed to be filled with your Light that they might know themselves to be
that Light. It is for this that I have called unto you and it is this Truth already carried within your
Hearts that has given forth the power unto you to hear my call. 

Doubt not what you now feel even in this moment, for you know the words that I speak unto you
echo the Truth you already contain within you.
 
The hour is come. The Light of a new dawn breaks across the horizon. Bring forth its Rays to
touch all living things, to bring back all things to the embrace of the Father. And in this even your
earth will rejoice. Let thine eye be single. Let your intention be but one, even to proclaim with
every breath the one Reality you are. Let your desire be single, desiring only the perfect Will of
our Holy Father. 

God's Will is your salvation. If He wills you to have it, He must have made it possible and
easy to obtain it. Your brothers are everywhere. You do not have to seek far for salvation.
Every minute and every second gives you a chance to save yourself. Do not lose these
chances, not because they will not return, but because delay of joy is needless. God wills
you Perfect Happiness now. Is it possible that this is not also your will? And is it possible
that this is not also the will of your brothers? (T 175) [T-9.VII.1.]

 
God's Will for you is perfect happiness. The part that He has saved for you to take in
working out His plan is given you that you might be restored to what He wills. This part
is as essential to His plan as to your happiness. Your joy must be complete to let His plan
be understood by those to whom He sends you. They will see their function in your shining
face, and hear God calling to them in your happy laugh. (WL 100)

You are indeed essential to God's plan. Without your joy, His joy is incomplete. Without
your smile, the world cannot be saved. You are indeed essential to God's plan. Just as your
Light increases every Light that shines in Heaven, so your joy on earth calls to all minds
to let their sorrows go, and take their place beside you in God's plan. God's messengers are
joyous, and their joy heals sorrow and despair. They are the proof that God wills perfect
happiness for all who will accept their Father's gifts as theirs.

 
~ Jeshua
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